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Abstract: This paper concentrates on the design and construction of charging system of LiPo batteries with the help of tracked solar

panels. Thus a energy management system is put forward in robotic vehicle. The proposed system was undergone testing on the
VANTER robotic platform. This robotic system is designed using smart host microcontroller. On this basis, our proposal makes a double
sided contribution. On one side, it shows the use of construction of a solar tracking mechanism for increasing the robots power
regardless of its mobility. On the other side, it has design of power system performance based on two batteries. In these two batteries, one
is charging independently and other is providing energy to robot.
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1. Introduction
Robot is relate electro-mechanical machine that was guided
by relate electronic circuit. It is often independent, semiautonomous or remotely controlled. The branch of
technology that deals with automaton is named synthetic
astuteness. The employment of robots in military contest
raises moral consideration. Industrial robots sometimes
incorporates a expressed arm and finish effectors that’s
coupled to fastened surface. In 2003, NASAs Mars
investigation Rovers can initiate towards Mars in search of
answers relating to the history of water on Mars. Robotic
manipulators working in producing square measure samples
of fastened robots. They can’t move their bottom far away
from the work being done. Mobile bases square measure
distinctive platforms with wheels or tracks connected.
Rather than wheels, some robots use legs so as to maneuver
regarding. The VANTER robotic investigation vehicle aims
to boost varied aspects of the said rovers with scientific and
educational functions. To establish the developed automaton
(see Fig. 1), the most options and properties square calculate
compared, this paper is planned as follows. Successive
section presents the mobile robotic system. Its main options
square measure represented and its hardware and software
system design square measure bestowed. Section III
introduces the thought of sensible host microcontroller
(SHM) for sharp power management applied to an enquiry
vehicle. The following sections present the management of
the battery-charging system by suggests that of half-track
star panels, that are that the most important aim of this
paper; the planning of its mechanical structure, its electronic
strategy and also the graphical program (GUI) square
measure bestowed. Section IV aims at provided that the
compulsory parameter for the batteries protective material,
charging, and discharging rule, and also the PV system filler.
Therefore, Section V puts into follow the developed
methodology by difficult the rover power systems. Finally,
the results and findings from the developed work square
calculate bestowed.

Figure 1: VANTER: a solar-powered robotic vehicle
Solar energy is that the best natural store which may produce
electrical energy. The electrical understanding cells engaged
in calculators and satellites square measure likely for
changing light of day directly into electricity. This cell is
produced from conductive materials like Si. mostly, once
light-weight strikes the semiconductor it’s wrapped up and
so permits the negatron power to flow freely. The most work
of PV cells is it converts the photons to electrons. Connect
atom of silicon has fourteen electrons, planned in 3 totally
different shells. Si has the pure crystalline kind. Once energy
is supplemental to pure Si, as within the type of heat for
instance, it will cause some electrons to break off the bonds
and leave their atoms. This method produces electrical
experience in contact. 2 separate matter of Si were
electrically neutral and to scale back sufferers within the
field made within the Si antireflective covering is applied to
those surfaces. This solar influence may be used for
operating of automaton. Robots engaged in military purpose
gain energy from star are helpful for complete power
utilization. This may be done by victimization star chase
mechanism.

2. System Requirement and Technical
Background
The rover that is to be going to be established has a set of
two wheels that are rear end coupled to a plane of chassis
that rotate self-reliantly. These two wheels are functioned by
permanent gear DC motor that delivers 1000 rpm with a
starting torque of 2Kg/cm. Required programming for this
robotic stage has three main levels. Starting level program
will be carried out in Matlab language which will be
performed in remote PC and gives GUI to display and
control robotic vehicle. Second stage program will be
carried out in C language that runs over PIC 16F877A
microcontroller. The Communication between master
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microcontroller and remote PC will be conceded out by
Zigbee protocol.
A. PIC Microcontroller
PIC refers to peripheral interface controller. It is family of
microcontroller established by Microchip Company. It is
more popular due to their low cost, wide convenience, free
development tools and reprogramming in flash memory. PIC
microcontroller has beautiful features and they are fit for a
wide range of applications. It has improved Harvard
architecture which is made by microchip technology.

A. Smart Microcontroller
PIC 16F877A which is used as smart microcontroller , performs two main jobs that are it senses sunlight and controls
the sensed solar panels to get maximum power. It
understands operated data from batteries and solar panels to
govern the working mode of the charger therefore [7]. Block
Diagram is shown in Fig.2.

PIC microcontrollers are generally used in the embedded
projects. It provisions a power saving SLEEP mode. System
uses PIC 16F877A for application, as it has low power
feeding less than 2mA at 5V and 4mA, 20microA at 3v. It
consists 10 bit analog to digital converter and two PWM
modules. PIC 16F877A is used as smart microcontroller
which performs two main functions. First it senses sunlight
and second it controls the traced solar panels to get
maximum power. It understands operated data from batteries
and solar panels to control the employed mode of the
charger accordingly. Due to its high concert and low power
feeding, we are going to use PIC 16F877A microcontroller.
B. Inter Integrated Circuit Bus
It is a two wire serial bus established by Philips for simple
and low-priced applications for low bandwidth. It is used to
interconnect integrated circuits on the same printed circuit
board. Two bus lines used by Inter Combined Circuit bus are
a serial data line (SDA) and serial clock line (SCL). Each
device joined to the bus is software addressable. Multi
master and multi slave formation with collision action and
arbitration is supported by Inter Integrated Circuit Bus.
C. Zigbee
Zigbee is wireless protocol used for checking control and
sensory network facilities with low cost. The great benefit is
that its low data rate, low power consumption. The
communication with Zigbee is more safe and consistent. The
systems those have less than 300 nodes, for which Zigbee
2007 is used. The Zigbee network is built over IEEE
802.15.4 and has higher level of amenities. It is targeted for
marketable and environments purpose. It has profits related
to marketing also. Zigbee protocol will be cast-off to control
the robot. The Battery status will be continuously monitored
and sent back to the monitoring unit through Zigbee.

3. Implementation Details

Figure 2: Block diagram of hardware architecture of
system
B. Photovoltaic System with Tracked Solar Panels
Light weight panel delivers lower power feeding and require
enhancing the robots overall enactment. This system uses
three mono crystalline solar panels with dimensions are
6.5cm X 18.5 cm for left and right panel, 19 cm X 9.5 cm
for central panel. One of the main aims of our project is that
application of sensed solar panels to get maximum power in
PV panels shown in Fig.3. These three solar panels are run
at 3 watt in which left and right panel are portable and
central one is fixed.

Figure 3: Mechanical solar tracking system

The main concentration of the project is solar power system
will be going to function the robot. For this the power
administration will consist of smart battery that associates
both communication devices and electronics that are
controls the charge. To accomplish this cost-effective
system, cleverness will be applied to software design for
simple batteries. Thus our main aim is to contrivance smart
microcontroller for low cost administration system on panel
a robotic vehicle. Power administration system consists of
photovoltaic system, a charger device, selector system and
battery system.

It is confirmed that tracked solar panels gives amplified
efficiency than fixed solar panels. The feeding increases
agreeing to solar tracking system which is founded on
servos, thus typical DC motor will be is used to decrease
power consumption. Mechanical solar tracking system
consist of three solar panel, in which one is fixed solar
panels attached straight on robotic vehicle and other two are
portable panels at left and right side .
The most commanding light source can be track with the
help of analog signals. They are found by the photo sensors
since they already contain both amplifier and signal
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conditioner united circuits. Proportionate light values are
compared in pairs and from their difference correcting the
control signal for azimuth and promotion required by the
tracking system. Each servo is organized by a pulse width
modulation (PWM), whose duty cycle determines the
essential rotation.
C. Batteries Switching Mechanism
Batteries switching system involves of relays to connect
charger to batteries or nonstop operation. Their main
function is to link electrically charging and discharging path
among batteries, the charger unit and dual battery pack. Its
purpose is routing current from PV panels to the input of
charger and from there to the battery nominated in each
moment. Dynamic connections of electrical circuit agreed
out according to logic levels cleared by master
microcontroller.

Figure 4: Charging and Discharging Algorithm
D. Batteries Monitoring System
The main moto of this monitoring system is to surge the life
and energy storage capacity of Li-Po cells. Here the
checking of state of charge is necessary. The main benefit of
dual checking system is that it permits continuous
measurement of both the capacity of battery in as charge and
one being discharged.
E. Charging and Discharging Algorithm
The charging and discharging procedure gives selection of
battery one and two as shown in Fig.4. It gives evidence
about charging and discharging of batteries [7]. The batteries
used of 12v, 1200mA. Vup is defense condition voltage for
battery charging and Ven is extreme voltage for battery
discharging. Edge values for this charging and discharging
guideline is defined in the SHM programmed algorithm to
avoid LiPo batteries from damaging and to extend their life
cycle.

4. Conclusion and Result
The main focus of the project is solar power system will be
going to operate the robot. For this the power administration
will consist of smart battery that combines both
communication devices and electronics that are able to
control the charge. Power administration system consists of
photovoltaic system, a charger device, selector system and
battery system. PIC 16F877A is used as smart
microcontroller which accomplishes two main functions that
are it detects sunlight & controls the tracked solar panels to
get extreme power. Light sensors are used to identify
sunlight and the solar panel will rotate to appropriate side.
And another microcontroller is used for Battery switching.
Two current sensors are used to sense the current from both
the batteries. Depending on the current ratings switching
action will be performed, so continues supply will be
provided to system.

Figure 5: Top and side view of robot
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